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The conference was organized by' Gerold Alsmeyer (Kiel); 46 persons from 16 countries at

tended, 43 from Europe, 1 person fronl the United States and 1 person frolli Mexico. The

intention of the meeting was to provide young researchers in probability and statistics, perhaps

just started in, or about to enter postdoctoral positions an introduction to the' international

scene and to introduce their own work. Topics were expected to cover a broad range from

probability to statist~c~ and this was achieved.

There were 43 talks which covered the following topics: Parametrie and nonparametrie infer

ence (regression, bootstrapping,: empiricallikelihood, robustness), goodness'of fit, experimental

design, distribution theory, stochastic approximation, filtering, analysis of stochastic processes

in a general or al?plied context (ris~, queueing or branching models), simulated annealing,

stochastic geometry and stochastic differential equations.

The intimate atmosphere of the conference led to many interesting discussions which helped

not only to learn about other statistical and probablistic fields, but also, for instance, about

different educational systems and problems arising from them. The major intention of providing

a good "soil" for future contacts was fully accomplished.

e All participants were extremely satisfied with the inspiring atmosphere at the conference centre

and its perfect management. On behalf of all of them sincere thanks go to the staff of the centre

and especially to its head, Profe.ssor Barner, for"making this conference possible.

Abstracts

s. Aalto. An approximative jiltering algorithm for a doubly stochafJtic Poi8son proceSfJ.

Consider a Poisson counting process (Nt) \vith stochastic intensity function (At). In this

case the cowlting process is called doubly st.ochastic. Our aim is to const.ruet, a recursive~
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apprOXill1ative algorithn1 for calculating the posterior distribution of intensity based on the
". ~

observed jUIUp times of (lV",). In our construction we apply results given by Snyder( 1972).

Reference

D.L. Snyder (1972). Filtering and detection for doubly stochastic Poisson processes. IEEE

Trans. on Inf. Theory IT-18, 91-102.

M. Alex. Invariance principles in risk models under interest and inflation.

A very general risk theory model including macroeconomical interest and inflation is considered.

By using invariance principles for compound renewal processes an approximation with rates

for the probability of ultimate ruin in finite time by the distribution of the first exit tim~ of..

Bro\vnian motion through a one-sided curved boundary is presented. •

~. Alsmeyer. Renewal theory fOT a class of generalized random walks.

Black\vell's renewal theorem is discussed for a class of generalized random walks whose in

crements need neither be independent nor stationary. Their intrinsie property is that the

con~itional increment distribution functions are boutided from belo\v and above by integrable

distribution functions. We introduce certain drift cons-tants which then lead to bOUnds for

the renewal measure of the considered randorn w'alk. Under furt her regularity assurnptions,

notably minorazation conditions inspired by similar ones arising i~ the theory of Harris chains

and Markov random walks, Blackwell's rene\val theorem can be extended. The main ideas of

the proof which uses a coupling argument are also presented.

J .R. Artalejo. On M arkovian queues with returning customers and breakdowns of the servers.

Markovian retrial queues subject to interruptions of service are investigated. Different models

can be distinguished according to the behaviour of displaced customers. Sufficient conditions"

for ergodicity are eatblished. In the single-server case a complete analysis of the main operation

characteristics and some asymptotic properties are provided.

J .H. Badsberg. Exact conditional tests between any two decomposable mode18 in multidimen-

sional contingency tables by Monte Carlo methods. e
An introduction to the subclass graphical models of hierarchical log-linear models for multi

dimensional contingency tables is given as weH as a discussion of exact tests bet\veen any t\VO

decomposable models. Exact tests by Monte Carlo methods are implemented in the program

CoCo.

P. Bajorski. Intermediate efficiency.

Comparison of tests can be made locally by letting alternatives tend to the null hypothe

sis (Pitn1an efficiency), or non-Iocally \vhere an alternative is kept fixed (Cochran-Bahadur

efficiency). In t,he PitInan approach the significance level rCll1ains constant~ whereas in the

BahadlU" approach it tends to O. A.n intermediate approach \vas proposed by Kallenberg who

lets the alternative tend to the null hypothesis and silnultalleously the $ignificance level to 0,
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. though more slo\vly than in the Cochran-Bahadur approach: In this talk a silnilar COl1cept i~

introduced. However ~ our intermediate efficiel1cy and deficiency depend on the \vay of tellding

to\vards the null hypothesis. This is justified by certain linear and nlax-type tests of goodness

of fit.

M. Beibel. A generalization 0/ Varadhan's large deviation theorem to metries stronger than .

uniform metric.

We consider large deviations for c l / 2 W·, as c ~ 0, where W is st.andard Brownian motion. Let

q be a nondecreasing function on [0,1] which is EFKP upper class at the origin. We sho\v

that in the laxge deviation theorem due to Schilder and Vaxadhan the umform topology can

be replaced by the topology induced by the q-metric dq • This modifica:tion is motivated by an

application to boundary crossing probabilities.

A. Clerc·Berod. Robust in/erenceo/ a regression parameter.

We present bioptimal-estimation of a regression parameter. Bioptimal estimators are convex

combinations of Pitman estiIDa~ors~ and are optimally robust for a confrontation contaiIl.ing

two shapes. Since they define the lower bound of the possible behaviours they are an essential

ingredient for the comparison of existing robust methods. Simulation results are presented. The

idea of compromising two shapes can also be used to construct bioptimal interval estimators.

M. Bojkova. Asymptotic behaviour 0/ non-critical Bellman-Harris branching processes with

state-dependent immigration.

Non-critical Bellman-Haxris branching processes with state-dependent inunigration are investi

gated. The asymptotic behaviour of the first two factorial moments is obtained and two types

of limit theorems are also proved. In the subcritical case the existence of a stationary limit

distribution is established. In the supercritical case we find a necessary and sufficient condition

for convergence in distribution of the process to a non-degenerated random variable.

U. Boldt. Elliptically contQured measures 0/ k-dimensional orthant~.

Let [ be the class of ·k-dimensional elliptically contoured distribtutions and [0 E [. We show

that for a random variable Y with distribution [0(0"~)one can calculate 4-(A, &0) = P(Y E A)

for several k-dimensional sets _4 like simplices or orthants and special correlation matrices ~

by using a representation formula for spherically distributed random variables.

R. B uckdahn. Skorohod stochastic differential equations.

We show existence and uniqueness of the linear stochastic differential equation with Skorohod

integral, given by

XI = G + 1/a.X. dW. + 1/b.X. ds.

Here G is an integrable function of the \vhole path of the driving Bro,vnian motion (vVt)~

(a s ) E L 2 ([O, 1]) and (bs ) are essentially bounded and allticipative. A revie\\1 on Illore general

results is also given.
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A. Butov. Consistent procedures for estimation 0/ the parameters 0/ multidimensional randoir~

environment by observation 0/ random walk.

Vector processes of birth and death in randonl environment of functional type are discussed.

Along with the limit theorem for the nonnalized process the inverse problem is solved: to

determine the consistent estimates of the parameters of the random envirorunent by observation

of the random walk.

A.J. Cabo. On functionals 0/ the convex hull 0/ a uniform sampie.

In 1988, Groeneboom derived a centrallimit theorem for the number of vertices of the convex

hull of a unif<?rm sampie !rom the interior of a convex polygon. This is done by approximating

the process of vertices of the convex hull by the process of extreme points of a Poisson poize

process and by eonsidering the latter process of extreme points as a Markov process (for

a particular parametrization). We show that this method can also be used to derive limit

theorems for the area and the boundary length of the convex huH. This extends re~ults of

Renyi and Sulanke(1963) and shows that the boundary length and the area have a strikingly

different probabilistic behaviour. [This is joint work with P. Groeneboom, Delft University of

Technology, Delft, The Netherlands.]

References

Groeneboom, P. (1988). Limit theorems for convex hulls.· Probab. Th. Rel. Fields 79,' 327

368.

Renyi, A. and Sulanke, R. (1963). Über die konvexe Hülle von n zufaIlig gewählten Punkten.

Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie verw. Geb. 2, 75-84.

R. Cao-Abad. A bootstrap bandwidth selector in nonparametric denlJity estimation.

A method for bootstr8:pp~ng the mean integrated square error in nonparametrie density esti

mation is presented. As a consequenee, a smoothed bootstrap bandwidth selector is defined

and a rate of convergence result as weH as a lilIut distribution are derived for it.

M. Casalis. The Wi.'Jhart familie8 on 8ymmetric cone8. e
The Wishart families on symmetrie eones are introduced with the formalism of Jordan algebras

which allow to study five canonical cases in a uIiified way. The families are the only ones (\vith

their opposite) to be invariant under the group of autoolorphisms which preserve the cone and

they are also characterized by a homogeneous quadratic variance function.

B. Fernandez. Hydrdynamic and fiuctuation limits 0/ a branching particle system with

changes 0/ mass.

Branching diffusions are models of particle systems which evolve in space by random migration

and branching. "-;e consider a "branching lUass" nlodel where each particle has its o\vn mass.

When a part.icle branches the mass of each of its offspring is proportional to the mass of its

parent and further depends on the number of offspring produced. "VVe present laws of large
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nUlllbers and ßuctuation limits under different rescalings. The ßuctuatiolllilluts are lvlarkoviall

generalized Gaussian Orbstein-Uhlenbeck processes.

J. L6pez-Fidalgo. Simplex algorithm for optimal experimental design.

An easy algorithm for the calculation of the optimal design for any given optimality criterion is

presented. This algorithm should be used when the situation of optimal design is approximately

known. In fact, it will then be obtained as a linear combination of several designs chosen

beforehand.

J. van Horebeek. Study of a parallel stocha.stic optimazation method.

In this presentation a new parallel stochastic optimization is introduced. Compared to the

Boltzman machine it possesses a higher level of parallelization. We derive a set of functions

that can be maximized and present simulation results.

D. Jakimavicius. Large deviation.s for .sums of dependent random variables.

Zones of large deviations for sums of dependent random variables ~j can be connected with

a number 1 by Icumk(E~l~j)1 ~ (k!)'"Y ß~. Cumulants are expressed in tenns of centered

.moments. This is a new possibility and can be achieved by asymmetrie group technique

(instead of using partitions).

u .. Kamps. Identitie.s for the diJJerencc of moments of succes.sive order .stati.stics and record

values.

A general identity for the difference of moments of successive order statistics is given which

is valid in a class of probability distributions including Weibull, power function, Pareto, Burr

XII, and logistic distributions. An analogons result is stated for moments of k-th record values.

J. Knif. Parameter variability in time series regression.

Both simple tests based on recursive residuals and tests against the alternative of random

coefficients are presented. Comparisons are made on the basis of an application to the single

factor market model using data from the Helsinki stock excl1ange.

B.P. Kovachev. Almost linear regression models: Geometrical interpretation and asymptotic

propertie.s.

A class of nonlinear regression models named "almost-linear" is introduced. Its characterization

is the reduction of the sampie space. In that sense its statistical properties correspond to those

of curved exponential families. An accelerated double-step least squares estimator is proposed.

Consistency, first, second and third order efficiency of the estimators are discussed from a

geometrical point of view. Asymptotic information losses due to the nonlinearity of the model

are calculated in correspondence with its geometrical structure.
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E. Kreutzberger. Bootstrapping polyno1nial regression.

The aim is to estimate the unkno\vn order Q of a polynomial. As the measure of an approx

itnation~ the Final Prediction Error, cannot be calculated exactly, a bootstrap equivalent is.

examined and shown to converge unifonllly in the approximation order.

J. Krob. The Shannon capacity. of a statistical experiment and its asymptotic behaviour.

Let E be an experiment with finite parameter B. \i\Tith the help of the Kullback-Leibler dis

tance the average amount of information provided by the experiment can be defined. The

Shannon capacity is the maximum average amount of infonnation. The sequence of capacities

of replicated experilnents [k converges at an exponential rate to 10gB.

D.P. Kroese. Point processes and stochastic integration in a cyclic server model.

'Ve consider a cyclic server queueing model in \vhich we are interested in the positions of

the waiting customers. The model is analyzed by means of point and regenerative processes

combined with SOUle stochastic integration theory.

I. Mahi. Stochastic approximation with delayed observations.

The Robbins-11onro stoehastic approximation procedure provides an estimate for the zero of

a regression funetion which is observable at any argument x and any time point nEIN with

an experimental error. The case of delayed observations is investigated where approximation

is allocated to k ~ 1 parallel processes. Asymptotic properties for collaborating and n~n

collaborating systems are presented.

P. Marzec. Testing the equality in dispersion 01 two distributions.

We consider the problem of testing that t\VO distributions are identical except for an unknown

location parameter against the alternative that one is less dispersed than the other. Tests are

proposed and sho\vn to be asymptotically distribution free and cOl1sistent. The asymptotic

relative efficiency with respect to several other tests for a number of specifie alternatives as

well as asymptotic results for some test statistics based upon spacings are also given.

L. Mattner. Completeness of location families, translated moments, and uniqueness 0_
charges.

A sufficient conditioll for statistical c0111pleteness of IDeation families generated by a probability

density in Euclidean space is given. As an application~eompletelless of families gellerated by a

symmetrie stahle law is proved. Dur criterion, eomplementiug a classical result of vViener and

recent work of Isenbeck and Rüschendorf, is in tenns of regularity of the generating densitJr

and zerofreeness of its eharacteristic function. Hs proof relies upon a Ioeal version of the

eODvolution theorem for Fourier transfonns of teulpered distributions. A. more general version

of the eriterion is applieable to apparently different problems as is illustrated by giving a

simultaneous proof of a theorem of translated filoments by P. Hall and a uniqueness result of

lvI. Riesz in potential theory.
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H. Monod. Factorial neighbour-balanced designs.

A Inethod of construction of partially neighbour-balanced designs is presented ,vhen the treat

ments are the combinations of levels of t,vo-Ievel factors. These designs are sho,vn to be

universally optimal under the assumption of additive neighbour effects from each factor. The

randomization properties are discussed.

W.G. Müller. Optimal de/3ign for moving loeal regre/3sion/3.

The so-called moving loeal regres/3ion is described, a special nonparametric statistical tool.

Its incorporation into the design framework is given including the derivation of the necessary

formulae. Some geometrical examples illuminate the interrelations of the basic ingredients of

the method. Additionally results from a practical study, the optimal design of an air-monitoring

network, are presented.

M. Neumann. A completely data-driven kernel e3timator of the varnince.

In a nonparametrie regression model we construct a kernel estimator of the variance function

which is based on a kernel estimator of the mean. We select the bandwidths by cross-validation

and prove that the integrated mean square error of this estimator attains the optimum uniform

convergence rate in Sobolev classes. Further, we show that cross-validation is efficient as a
selection rule.

A.B. Owen. Emprical likelihood for linear model/3.

The method of empirical likelihood is introduced and then extended to cover the linear re

gression model. Versions are presented for both, fixed and random regressors. In both c~es

there is no need to assume a parametric error distribution or even constant error variance. The

method is applied to model the mean and variance of some cancer incidence data as a function

of population size.

M. Peckova. Change point problem in a simple regression model.

Let Xl, ... , X n be independent random variables observed at time points t] < ... < t n , and

let Xi have the continuous distribution function F(x - c/Jd, i = 1, ... ,n, where Cl, ... ,Cn are

known regression constants and BI, ... ,On are unknown parameters. In this model we want to

test Ho : 81 = ... =:: On against H] : theta] = ... = 6m :f:. Bm+1 = ... = 6n. One of the approaches

to this problenl is a test based on lllaximum likelihood ratio. The test statistic obtained for

the case of nonnal observations Xi can be extended to the general case, but it is necessary to

use some robust procedure. The work is concentrated on procedures related to M-estimators.

'\Te provide some possibilities of how to find the critical regions. Thc procedures have been

examined in a simulation study.

I. Pigeot-Kübler. Asymptotically effic·ient relative risk e/3timators in the pre3ence of con

founding.

In epidemiological studies it is of interest to estimate the common odds ratio. This can be

interpreted as the relative risk of developing a certain disease when a person is exposed to
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SOine risk fac-tor. Here a ne\v and simple principle of construc.ting noniterative odds ratio

estimators is presented. The estimators are sho\vn to be consistent, asymptotically normal and '

asymptotically efficient.

G.O. Roberts. An asymptotic relation between information measure.s for stochastic processes.

'Ve derive an asymptotic relation between Shannon information and Fisher's information for

obsercations of a possibly time-inhomogeneous diffusion process. In the statistical context of

i.i.d. observations, a result of this type \vas proved by Ibragimov and H'asminski using the Le

Cam-Ibragimov Z -process. Here we extend their result using similar techniques.

J. ROffia. Bootstrapping k-means.

·We present results showing that the bootstrap works in probability for the k-means algorithue

in clustering analysis under the same conditions as in Pollard:s(1982) centrallimit theorem for

k-means.

Reference

Pollaxd, D. (1982). A centrallimit theorem for k-means clustering. Ann. Statist. 10, 919-926.

H. Schmidli. Insurance risk models in an economic environment: an application 0/ martingale

theory.

Let X t be the cash-flow process of an insurance company which is allowed to borrow money

and gets interest for capital above a certain "liquid reserve" level. Under the assumption of

Poissonian claim times and i.i.d. claim sizes independent of the claim times we construct

martingales using the theory of piecewise deterministic :L\1arkov processes. Ruin probabilities

and a Lundberg exponent are computed without assuming a net profit condition.

J .. Schumacher. Asymptotic properties of XS -divergence stati.stics.

We investigate the class of XS -divergence statistics applied to the problem of multinomial

goodness of fit. Considering higher order Iocal alternatives we obtain asymptotic formulae for

the error probabilities. The results lead to approximations of the critical values for the tests

given an almost arbitrary rate of convergence to 0 of the error probabilities.

D. Wauters. Simulataneous two·parameter tests for the gamma Jamily.

The two-parameter gamma fam.ily is considered as a statisticallnanifold, equiped with the

Burbea-rao -y-entropy metric. The -y-entropy metric tensor g{ I) is obtained in tenns of gamma,

digamma and trigamma functions. For a siluple null hypothesis (00, ßo) the g{ILLMMPU-test,

the LR-test and the score test are constructed. The acceptance region of the g("Y)-LMMPU-test

is an ellipse in the sufficient statistics (S, P) = (..:t ~ In(II7=1 ..\ i)l In) a.nd is investigated for d@

pendence on,. The infonnation LMMPU-. the LR- and the score test ,vhich are asymptotically

equivalent are nunlerically compared as to power for a small sampie experiment.
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i M. Weber. A class 0/ infinitesimal generators and time reveTsal fOT the associated class 0/
one-dimensional Markov process es .

.A. class of infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous nonnegative contraction semigroups

is introduced. They contain a diffusion and ~ integral term \vhich govern possible jumps of

the generated process. This process is constructed and time reversal considered. :l\1ore general

generators with a singularity in the integral term are approximated.

H.J. Witte. Some optimality result3 fOT Poisson point pTocess approximations.

Let ~ = EJ=l ~j be a Poisson-Bernoulli point p~ocess \vhere (~)l::;i::;n is a sequence of inde

pendent Bemoulli point processes. Sharp upper and lo\ver bounds are derived for the approx

imation of ~ by a Poisson point proces's TJ w.r.t. total variation distance d(~,1J)' Especially, we

consider the question of optimal choice of the approximating point process 7].

V. Zayats. Estimation of the correlation function and its derivatives over the whole parametrie

set.

The most natur~ approach to the estimation of functional chaxacteristics of stationary pr<r

cesses and homogeneous fields consists in studying the properties of estimators of the said

functions in certain spaces of functions defined on-the whole parametrie sets of these functions.

This approach permits to obtain "global" approximations for the considered functions. The

correlation function estimator over the whole parametrie set will be our main subject of the

talk. We shall concentrate 9n limit theorems for this estimator, both after one sampie as weH as

in a senes scheme after many sampIes. Also different problems arising upon these studies will

be broached such as equivalent forms of the CLT for triangular arrays of Hilbert-space-valued

random variables, comparison theorems and upper functions for Gaussian random processes,

etc.

J. Zezula. Covariance components estimation in the growth C~TVe model. .

We give a short introduction into the growth curve (multivariate regression) model with

"Kronecker-structured" covariance matrix. Several explicit formulae for the optimal estimators

of unknown covariance components under different conditions are presented and their use for

first order parameter estimators is discussed.

Berichterstatter: Gerold Alsmeyer
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